(IELTS examiner) ﻧﻣوﻧﮫ ﺑرﮔﮫ ﺗﺻﺣﯾﺢ ﺷده ﺗوﺳط ﻣﻣﺗﺣن آﯾﻠﺗس
Some people say that the best way to improve public health is by increasing the number of
sports facilities. Others, however, say that this would have little effect on public health and
that other measures are required.
Discuss both views and give your opinion

Although some specialists claim that enhancing activities equipment is the best approach to
make (in making) public health preferable, some others staid against this opinion by declaring
that society not only required sports to acquire health, but also mental improvement are
demanded as well.
The people, who argue about progressing sports facilities so as to achieve superior public health,
believe that if people do exercise more, it is sufficient for residents (word choice inappropriate)
become (infinitive more apt here) healthier. This group announce (sub-verb) that providing more
tools for community, encourages them to do more activities, which can obtain healthy society.
On the other side, some experts have rejected this point of view by explaining that sport is just
one aspect of public health. Therefore, some other properties such as concert halls, theaters,
movies, and parks also should be supplied. Because public health not only refer (sub-verb
agreement) to physical activities and human’ body, but also include mental health, which cannot
be achieved by only physical activities. Thus, government should be responsible to prepare a
circumstance (unclear) for natives so as to their mental health improve as well as body health.
To clarify this declaration, it has been recorded several times that even professional sportsmen
have attempted suicide or had significant mental illness. On the other hand, it can be found some
musicians, who because of their job have healthy mental, that have crucial body problems.
Hence, the both aspects of health, mental and physical, must be considered.
Communities in order to become healthy should have both sports and mental facilities. It is not
reasonable that just one of them will be provided. In addition, it is not possible to assert that one
of them is more noteworthy than another one, but both of them should be observed equally.
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Commented [K1]: Substitution attempted, but message
confused. What is ‘enhancing activities equipment’?
Commented [K2]: Use of gerund not infinitive required
Commented [K3]: Faulty sentence structure. Very long
sentence, ideas are getting lost. Lack of control apparent in
sentence structure. Incorrect use of vocab, and erroneous
use of word form ’staid’
Commented [K4]: Word choice not suitable, but good
attempt at substitution

Commented [K5]: Faulty sentence structure
Commented [K6]: Candidate is a risk taker- Trying hard to
use substitutes, however, synonyms are not typical of the
‘English Writer/Speaker’, and are not contextually correct.
Commented [K7]: Attempt at complex sentence, however
structure is ‘FAULTY’.
Commented [K8]: Unnecessary use of the definite article.

TA : 7

CC : 6

LR: 6

GRA: 6

Candidate has complied with word count (a bit above). Candidate has attempted to address all part
of the task, a position is stated and maintained throughout, however it is sometimes not wellfocussed, limiting TR to a band 7
(just) Logically organises information and ideas; uses a range of cohesive devices appropriately
although there may be some under-/over-use - don’t start every sentence with a linking phrase (para
3)- it sounds unnatural and is repetitive.
Be careful with cohesion though. The vocabulary and grammar errors are close to reducing this to a
6 due to a lack of coherent message at times
Attempts to use less common vocabulary but with some inaccuracy - there is a lot of inaccuracy in
the style, choice, collocations of the language here. The candidate has a wide variety of vocabulary
but needs to work on accuracy - e.g. enhancing activities equipment; to make public health
preferable; others staid against this opinion
Uses a mix of simple and complex sentence forms; makes some errors in grammar and punctuation
but they rarely reduce communication. There is a wide variety of grammar forms attempted here,
but the lack of accuracy and therefore control of grammar, such as punctuation/incomplete
sentences/subject&verb agreement, limits this to a band 6 - e.g. The people, who argue about
progressing sports facilities so as to achieve superior public health, believe that if people do
exercise more, it is sufficient for residents become healthier; Because public health not only refer
to physical activities and human’ body, but also include mental health, which cannot be achieved
by only physical activities.

Overall: 6
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